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This invention relates to improvements in Wind. 
instrumentS and is particularly directed to anim 
proved Whistle on which a tune may be played. 
The OutWard appearance of the Whistle of the 

present invention. Somewhat resenbles an Ocarina, 
but its construction and the art of playing are 
quite different although both instruments may be 
characterized as wind instruments. 
One of the objects of the present invention re 

Sides in the provision of a Whistle or which by 
Simple manipulation of the player's finger a tune 
may be played. 
Another object of the present invention resides 

in the provision of an instrument wherein the 
usual Series of finger openings are eliminated. 
Another object of the invention resides in the 

provision of an instrument of the character indi 
cated which is of unitary and rugged construc 
tion, which can be manufactured inexpensively 
and which is durable in use. 

Further objects of the present invention will be 
manifest from the following description and the 
accompanying dra Wing. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment 

of my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a Sectional view on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a front view of the instrument of Fig. 

and 
Figs. 4 and 5 are plan views of modified forms 

of my improved instrument. 
Fig. 6 is a front view of the instrument of Fig. 5. 
Referring to the drawing in detail and first of 

ali to Fig. 1 wherein the embodiment illustrated 
is a single unit instrument which may be made 
of ciay, ceramic, plastic, Wood or any other Suit 
able material. This instrument is provided with 
a mouthpiece f2 having an inlet opening 4 which 
is preferably elongated in croSS Section as more 
clearly shown in Fig. 3. The inlet opening con 
municates with a Whistle chamber or paSSageWay 
6 which is provided with a port 9 terminating 

adjacent an outlet or whistling opening 8 in a 
tone or resonant chamber 2. The chamber 6 
may, if desired, be in the form of a slot extending 
from the opening is to the outlet 8. Air blown 
into the mouthpiece will enter the chamber and 
traverse the opening 8 thereby producing a musi 
cal or Whistling Sound. 
The tone or resonant chamber 28 is provided 

adjacent the whistle chamber. The chambers 6 
and 2 are separated by a partition 22. This par 
tition extends from upper Wall 24 to lower Wall 
26 and is positioned slightly for Ward of the out 
let opening 8. As will be seen from Fig. 2, the 
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opening 3 is in the bottom Wall of the tone cham 
ber 20 and the Whistle chamber 6 communicates 
with this opening by Way of a port or kerf 9 
formed in the lower portion of the partition 22. 
The top wall of the tone chamber is provided 

With a tone displacement opening 28 Which is in 
the form of an elongated transverse slot. This 
slot is adapted to receive one finger of the hand 
of the player which is moved along the slot during 
the playing of the instrument to produce the dif 
ferent notes of the musical Score being played. 
The length of the Slot is equivalent to one octave 
So that the entire Scale may be played as the 
finger is moved from One end of the slot to the 
other either intermittently or continuously by 
reason of the escape of air from the tone chamber 
through the exposed portion of the slot. This 
Slot may be equivalent to more than one octave 
if SO desired. 

If desired a hole 2 may be provided in one of 
the Walls of the tone chamber whereby the pitch 
may be altered by the player covering this hole 
With his fingers. Instead of using the player's 
finger for this purpose an adjustable closure may 
be provided. While the hole 2 is shown in the 
rear Wall, it is to be understood that it night Well 
be placed in the bottom or side wall, if desired. 

It will be seen that with the instrument de 
Scribed a player can play an entire Scale in one 
octave and consequently a tune. It will also be 
seen that the notes of the Scale can be played in 
termittently as in instrumentS with separate 
finger openingS and in addition a continuous 
Scale may be played. It will also be seen that the 
instrument can be played by a novice after a brief 
leSSon, the Only Skill required being the simple 
manipulation of the player's finger to and fro 
along the Slot. While air is being blow into the 
mouthpiece. 
In Fig. 4: I have shown a modified form of in 

strument. In this form dual whistle chambers 40 
and 42, dual tone chambers 44 and 46 and dual 
tone displacement slots 48 and 50, whistling open 
ingS 58 and a Single mouthpiece 52 with two inlet 
openingS 54 and 56 are provided. This instru 
ment is played in the same manner as the instru 
ment of Fig. 1 except that one finger of each hand 
or tWo fingers of the Saime hand are placed on 
each Slot, 
In the form illustrated in Fig. 5 an instrument 

is ShoWn provided With three Whistle chambers 
60, 62 and 64, tone chambers 66, 68 and 7), tone 
displacement slots 72, 74 and 76, whistling open 
ings 78, 8 and 82, and a single mouthpiece 84 
With three inlet openings 86, 88 and 90 each lead 
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ing to its respective whistle chamber. This in 
strument is played in the Same manner aS the 
instrument of Fig. 4 except that three fingerS 
are required for playing the Same as will be ob 
vious. 

It has been demonstrated that any one can play 
the instrument of Fig. 1 after a simple leSSon, 
and that after Some little practice the in Stru 
ments of FigS. 4 and 5 can readily be played. 
While I have illustrated and described three 

embodiments of my invention it is to be under 
stood that I do not wish to be limited to the pre 
cise construction and arrangement shown, as Ob 
viously various changes and modifications may 
be made therein without departing from the 
Spirit and scope of my invention. 
What I claim is: 
1. A wind instrument comprising a Single hol 

low molding of plastic material, a partition in 
Said molding in the form of a thin wall inte 
grally united With the inner Walls of the molding 
for Separating the same into a Whistle chamber 
and a tone chamber, and a mouthpiece formed 
as an integral part of the molding provided with 
an air inlet opening communicating with the 
Whistle chamber, said partition having an open 
ing therein connecting the Whistle chamber With 
the tone chamber, Said tone chamber having an 
outlet opening provided in one of its walls adja 
cent to the opening in the partition, Said tone 
chamber having a Second opening in the form 
of an elongated finger-receiving tone displace 
ment Slot in another of its walls opposite the out 
let opening Whereby when a finger placed in and 
is moved longitudinally of Said elongated slot 
produces the different musical notes Of the Scole 
being played. 

2. A wind instrument comprising a single hol 
low molding of plastic material, a partition in 
Said molding in the form of a thin wall inte 
grally united with the inner walls of the molding 
for Separating the Same into a whistle chamber 
and a tone chamber, and a mouthpiece formed 
aS aii integral part of the molding provided. With 
an air inlet opening communicating With the 
whistle chamber, Said partition having an open 
ing therein connecting the Whistle chamber with 
the tone chamber, said tone chamber having 
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three distinct openings in its walls, one an air 
Outlet opening, adjacent to the opening in the 
partition, a Second opening for pitch regulation 
controlled by the movement of a finger thereover 
and a third opening in the form of an elongated 
finger-receiving tone displacement slot placed 
Opposite the air outlet opening Whereby when a 
finger placed in and is moved longitudinally of 
Said elongated Slot produces the different musi 
cal notes of the Score being played. 

3. A wind instrument comprising a single hol 
low molded body of plastic material having a bot 
tom Wall and Spaced Substantially upright side 
and end Walls forming an elongated tone cham 
ber, the upper edges of Said side and end walls 
defining a longitudinally extending opening for 
accommodating a finger of the player, said bot 
ton Wall having an air outlet therein, and a 
mouthpiece formed as an integral part of the 
body and extending Substantially at right angles 
to the elongated tone chamber and having a slot 
therein providing an air inlet passage communi 
Cating with the Said tone chamber and terminat 
ing adjacent Said air outlet, whereby when air is 
lown into the slot in the mouthpiece and a finger 

of the player is placed in and moved longitudi 
nally of Said longitudinal opening different musi 
cal notes of the SCOre being played Will be pro 
duced. 
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